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1. Supporting a Public Transport oriented, 
car free/light lifestyle



Uber + Transit
Connecting Uber rideshare and 

public transit in one journey

Agency programs
Support for vouchers, agency 

subsidies, paratransit and other 
agency specific programs

Ticketing
Ensure riders can simply 

purchase public transit tickets at 
no additional cost 

Journey Planning
Provide access to public transit 
so riders can make an informed 

transportation decision

Transit home
A dedicated home for public 

transit in the Uber app

2. Connecting riders to Public Transport



Highly configurable  
subsidized trip programs for 
riders on the Uber platform 

● First / last mile
● Riders choice paratransit
● Off-peak supplement
● Transit deserts
● Microtransit on UberPool

PT 
Software Solutions

MaaS 
Solutions

Rides 
for PT

Allow users to plan, book, 
and pay for any trip on 
public transit incl. 
multimodal trips 
with the Uber app

● Journey Planning
● In-app Ticketing
● Multimodal trips
● Rewards & Bundles

Software to power 
agencies’ pre-planned & 
on-demand services 
using agency fleets and 
drivers

● Demand response
● Microtransit
● Allocation of trips to the 

Uber network via APIs

Uber Transit 
Product Ecosystem

3. Empowering PT with technology
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Committing to rebuilding Urban and Regional Mobility
Mobility Manifesto: Partnering with cities, PTO’s and PTA’s

Complementing the 
core PT network with 
FLM services

Provide a guaranteed 
ride home when 
incidents occur

COVID assistance 
for a flexible supply

Reduce Emissions

There where and when 
the core network cannot 
reach the riders, Uber 
can assist in connecting 
people with the transit 
backbone 

It is important when 
incidents occur, riders 
will be able to make it 
home safely. 
Uber TNC rides or the 
Uber SaaS technology 
assist PT providers in 
realizing that safe ride 
home

Driver shortage causes 
stress on the supply and 
buses can not get 
overcrowded. Uber Transit 
assists PTO’s in providing 
technology and resources 
to add flexible capacity

The private car is still 
dominant in many cities.
Providing an alternative 
to connect more people 
to a public transport 
network will reduce 
number of private car 
operated miles and 
increase use of PT 

PT and Uber in one 
app, across multiple 
modes

Attracting new clients, 
tourists and business 
travelers by providing 
easy planning, payment 
and travel experiences 
across multiple modes. 
Provide an alternative to 
the private car. 



Complement 
the PT network
DART- Dallas

Challenge:
- GoLink OnDemand Services cost too much 

per passenger trip
- Need to expand service hours

Solution:  
- UberPool complement to GoLink
- UberPool accessible in GoPass® through API
- Uber Data Dashboard

Result:  
- 24/7 <15 mins access
- Per trip cost from $15 to $5 
- Up to 2 free UberPool rides per day in eligible 

areas to or from an eligible DART station
- Travel to or from any destination within a 

zone is $3. 
$15 per rider - cost of DART’s traditional bus service, Now $5 per rider with Uber, Source: NYT



Emergency Ride ProgramA guaranteed ride 
home
Los Angeles

Challenge:
- In case of rail incidents stranded riders cannot 

not make it home easily

Solution:  
- Uber Dashboard for Metrolink to create ad-hoc 

free rides home vouchers for stranded riders 

 

Result:  
- A guaranteed ride home for stranded riders
- No upfront or fixed costs, only max cost of $50 

per used ride home
- Complete control over times and location of 

service
- Easy to distribute via social media



Subsidized nighttime Uber trips for individuals living along impacted routes

COVID 
assistance
Miami Dade Transit

Challenge:
- To better promote social distancing and deal 

with service reductions, MDT has decided to 
cancel a number of nighttime routes and 
reallocate drivers to busy daytime routes.

- Between hours of 12am and 5am along 9 
routes, transit dependent individuals no longer 
have a reliable means to get to work, the 
drugstore, etc. 

Solution:  
- Subsidized nighttime Uber trips for individuals 

living along impacted routes

Result:  
- 24/7 service
- Ability for critical workers to make it home even 

outside the normal service hours

Fill transit gaps resulting from 
COVID-19 service adjustments



PT in the 
Uber App
Denver RTD

Choose quantity

Challenge:
- Getting riders back in 

Public Transit
- Outreach to visitors and 

conference

Solution:
- Uber Journey Planning
- Uber Mobile Ticketing

Result:
- 2 times more ticket sales 

than other apps
- ⅓ purchasers are travelers



First Mile + PT
Chicago, IL

Challenge:
- Attracting riders living in low density 

areas
- Travel time public transit is too long
- Uber TNC price is too high for a daily trip
- People keep using their personal vehicle

Solution:
- Uber Journey Planning
- Uber First Mile to the transit station
- Longest leg made on core PT network

Result:
- More people have attractive option to 

use PT
- Reduced congestion in the dense areas
- Reduce pressure on parking facilities 



Germany - Rural transit complementarity pilots
Goal: Improve mobility options in suburban/rural areas, complementing transit 
Approach: Close collaboration with authorities; no public funding; flat rates

● Kirchheim since Nov 2019 - Connection with neighbouring villages (€5) + “ride 
home” night connection with Munich (€15) 

● Falkensee since June 2020 - “First/last mile feeder” services from/to Falkensee 
train stations (€8) + “ride home” night connection with Berlin (€15) 

Results: 1K trips/month + 70% at night + ⅔ Fri-Sun + 4.9* CX: safe (no DUI)/reliable
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● Partner with cities, transit authorities and 
transport providers and committing to 
rebuilding urban and regional mobility for 
the 21st century:  Mobility Manifesto

● Safe, smart and sustainable urban 
mobility in EU cities

● A well-functioning multimodal network 
centered around transit/active mobility - 
Transit/Walk, Micromobility, Rides

● Building resilience, efficiency and 
flexibility to keep cities up and running 

Jointly Building Back Better
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Thank you!


